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Depression contributes substantially to the global burden of disease and disability (1, 2) . Recent estimates suggest that in the United States, lifetime, past-year, and current prevalences of a major depressive episode are 16%, 7%, and 3%, respectively (1, 3) . Although the past decade has seen a dramatic increase in research on the molecular basis of depression, identifying population-level factors that shape depression could be an efficient means of intervention to decrease the burden of this disorder (4) .
Recent conceptualizations of the processes that shape health generally and depression specifically suggest that characteristics of the residential context are important (5, 6) . In particular, a large body of recent work has shown that characteristics of neighborhoods are associated with individual health (7) (8) (9) . Among the studies that examined neighborhood characteristics and individual depression, the most consistent results are found in those examining social processes in neighborhoods as captured by collective efficacy, a construct that incorporates social cohesion and informal social control, or by related measures of social capital and social disorder (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) ; these neighborhood social processes thus hold promise as potential targets of population-level intervention to reduce the burden of depression. Neighborhoods that exert more social control may reduce the actual or perceived potential for stressful events to occur while residents are in their neighborhoods, and neighborhoods that are more cohesive may provide more social support to residents and buffer the effects of stressful events when they occur (5, 6) . Thus, collective efficacy has a variety of specific plausible mechanisms through which it could affect depression. Although the number of studies is small, all of the studies examining neighborhood collective efficacy or related constructs and depression in the United States have found that higher levels of collective efficacy are associated with lower levels of depression or depression symptoms (15) (16) (17) (18) . The results of studies on collective efficacy and depression in other countries are less consistent (19) (20) (21) (22) , and it has been suggested that the neighborhood social environment may be more important for mental health in the United States than in other high-income countries because of the less egalitarian society, in which there are few safety nets (5) .
Despite the promising results of research to date examining collective efficacy and depression, particularly in the United States, limitations of the measures used in most studies suggest that further research is important to clarify our understanding of the collective efficacy-depression relation. Some studies only measure individual perception of the neighborhood (17, 18, 21, 22) , whereas others include both individual-and neighborhood-level measures but only find significant results for the individual perception measure (16, 19) . Perception of the neighborhood is certainly a legitimate construct that can affect health, but when the outcome is depression, it raises a particular concern about samesource bias because negative affect may influence perception of the neighborhood. In addition, some studies use indices of the neighborhood environment that incorporate a variety of constructs (e.g., safety, facilities, and the physical environment) in addition to the social environment (20, 21) . Characteristics such as neighborhood collective efficacy could influence depression rates for reasons that are distinct from those of other characteristics in these indices, so it is impossible to know what exactly these indices capture about a neighborhood that might relate to depression. Therefore, there is a need for research that examines the neighborhood collective efficacy-depression relation adjusted for individual perception of collective efficacy and that considers collective efficacy on its own and not as part of a general neighborhood environment index.
In the present study, we examined whether neighborhood collective efficacy was related to depression in the population of New York, New York. We examined neighborhood-level measures of collective efficacy while adjusting for individual perception of collective efficacy. We considered age, race, and sex as potential effect modifiers based on previous research that suggested that these characteristics might modify the relations between neighborhood characteristics and depression (5, 23) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The New York Social Environment Study is a multilevel study designed to examine neighborhood-level exposures, including economic, social, and structural characteristics, as well as mental health and substance abuse in New York, New York. The New York Social Environment Study was conducted between June and December of 2005. We used random digit dialing to contact and interview 4,000 New York residents. One adult !18 years of age was interviewed by telephone in each household; the respondent was the person who either most recently had or would next celebrate their birthday (randomly selected). Interviews were conducted in English or Spanish. The participation percentage was 49%. Respondents were offered $10 in compensation for their participation. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review boards of the New York Academy of Medicine, the University of Michigan, and the University of California, Berkeley.
Neighborhoods
Respondents provided information about their residential address or nearest cross-streets so that their locations could be geocoded and linked to their neighborhoods of residence (24) . The neighborhood units for this analysis were the 59 community districts in New York. They were well-defined units, each headed by an administrative community board that, as such, has political and social relevance for the residents. Many characteristics of these neighborhood areas have been associated with resident health and health behaviors (24) (25) (26) (27) .
Measures
Respondents were interviewed with a structured questionnaire that included questions on demographic and socioeconomic characteristics that were potential confounders of the relation of interest, including age, race, sex, marital status, place of birth, educational level, income, years lived in the current neighborhood, and interview language.
Neighborhood collective efficacy was measured using the scale developed by Sampson et al. (28) , which comprises the subscales of social cohesion and informal social control. The social cohesion subscale includes 5 items with Likert scale responses and assesses residents' perceptions of the extent to which their neighbors are close-knit, are helpful, get along, share values, and are trustworthy. The informal social control subscale also includes 5 items with Likert scale responses and measures perceptions of the likelihood that neighbors would intervene if children skipped school, sprayed graffiti, or disrespected an adult, if there were a fight, or if the city was closing a firehouse. The responses of all residents in each neighborhood were averaged to calculate the neighborhood-level measure of collective efficacy; this measure captured the neighborhood average perception of the potential for collective efficacy. Cronbach's alpha for the full collective efficacy scale was 0.77 (alpha for social cohesion was 0.64; alpha for informal social control was 0.72), consistent with previous reports (28, 29) . Individual perception of collective efficacy reported by each resident was adjusted in all analyses to distinguish the effect of the neighborhood-level measure from that of individual perception of that characteristic.
Major depression was assessed by using the Patient Health Questionnaire-9, a valid and reliable measure of current depression symptoms (30, 31) . To meet the criteria for major depression, 5 or more of the 9 symptoms have to have been present more than half of the days over the past 2 weeks (suicidal ideation counts regardless of duration), and 1 symptom must be depressed mood or anhedonia. The Patient Health Questionnaire-9 major depression measure has 73% sensitivity and 98% specificity compared with physician diagnosis of major depression (31) . Consistent with the original validation study, our recent clinical reappraisal of the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 found excellent internal consistency and similar diagnostic accuracy (32).
Analysis
All analyses were weighted by the ratio of the number of persons in the household to the number of phone lines in the household to account for the probability of selection for interview. Individual demographic and socioeconomic characteristics that were conceptually considered as confounders (listed in measures), as well as individual perception of collective efficacy, were included in all multivariable analyses. In cross-sectional neighborhood studies, there is always a concern that associations represent both social selection (e.g., people with depression move to certain neighborhoods) and social causation (e.g., neighborhood characteristics affect depression) processes and that the 2 cannot be differentiated (33) . Therefore, in this analysis, we adjusted for reports within the past year of an illness or injury starting or worsening, financial problems, or unemployment as confounders to account for one contributor to social selection; by controlling for these life events that may both instigate a move and increase depression symptoms, we assured that the associations observed were not due to individuals who had experienced these life events recently moving to places with lower collective efficacy. Missingness indicator variables were included for all covariates when respondents declined to answer.
Several descriptive analyses were conducted initially. Propensities for living in low rather than high collective efficacy neighborhoods, estimated as a function of confounders (listed above), were used to examine the potential that analyses would rely on extrapolation. Neighborhood collective efficacy and all covariates were examined in association with major depression in bivariable analysis. For multivariable analyses, logistic generalized estimating equation regression models were used to account for potential clustering by neighborhood and to estimate population averaged parameter estimates with robust standard errors (34) . Interaction terms were included between collective efficacy and each of age, race, and sex to assess possible effect modification.
On the basis of the models described above, we applied a marginal modeling approach to present the results of the models as marginal relations on the additive scale (35) . This approach was attractive because 1) the logistic modeling approach provides results on the multiplicative scale, and this additional step allowed us to present relations on the additive scale, which is relevant to public health and intervention (36) , and 2) traditional regression model parameters estimate relations that are conditional on covariates and effect modifiers, and we were interested in presenting marginal relations relevant to the whole study population. This marginal modeling approach starts by using the logistic models above to estimate the outcome for each individual in the population had he or she experienced different levels of collective efficacy. Next, the individual outcome estimates are averaged across the population to estimate the prevalence of depression if all residents had lived in neighborhoods with high collective efficacy compared with all living in neighborhoods with low collective efficacy. Using statistical notation, the parameters described above can be defined as
where A is collective efficacy (with the values for low and high defined by the 5th and 95th percentile values of collective efficacy), W is the vector of confounders, and Y is the outcome of major depression. Confidence intervals for these parameters were bootstrapped because no analytical standard error estimate was available (37) .
To assess the sensitivity of our results, we replicated all analyses with 2 alternate formulations of the measure of neighborhood collective efficacy: the average of all residents except each individual's own response, and the average of all residents except those with major depression.
RESULTS
The survey respondents were demographically similar to the overall population of New York, New York, based on the most recent census, with 38.1% being white, 27.0% African American, 5.0% Asian, 27.2% Hispanic, and 2.5% belonging to other racial groups. The mean age was 45 years (range, 18-94). A total of 51.1% of respondents were female, and 39.2% were born outside of the United States. Symptoms consistent with major depression were found in 3.7% of respondents. A full description of the sample is provided in Table 1 .
Examination of neighborhood collective efficacy suggested there were no outliers; the mean collective efficacy value was 3.5, with a range of 2.7-4.0 and 5th and 95th percentile values of 3.0 and 4.0, respectively. Fewer than 4% of respondents had propensity values that were more extreme (higher or lower) than the maximum or minimum propensity values among respondents living in neighborhoods with the other exposure value ( Table 2 ), suggesting that analyses did not rely on extrapolation.
In bivariable analysis, lower neighborhood collective efficacy was associated with a higher prevalence of depression. From the lowest to highest quartiles of collective efficacy, the rates of major depression were 5.3%, 4.0%, 3.5%, and 2.5% (P ¼ 0.05). Other characteristics associated with higher rates of depression in bivariable analysis included separated marital status, low educational level, low income, and all of the life events (unemployment, serious illness or injury, and financial problems) (all P's < 0.01) ( Table 1) .
Multivariable logistic regression analysis of the relation between neighborhood collective efficacy and major depression adjusted for confounders, including demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, individual perception of collective efficacy, and factors that potentially influence social selection, such as unemployment, serious illness or injury, and financial problems, is presented in Table 3 . Among the interactions considered (age, race, and sex), the age interaction was significant (P < 0.05) and is presented in Table 3 ; age was modeled with a squared term to accommodate the shape of the interaction observed in descriptive analysis.
Using the models in Table 3 (as described in the Materials and Methods section), we generated marginal estimates of the relations between collective efficacy and the depression outcomes for the whole population and for age subgroups (due to the age interaction). These marginal model results are presented in Table 4 . If the whole study population had lived in neighborhoods with high collective efficacy (95th percentile ¼ 4.0; on average, respondents ''somewhat agree'' that the neighborhood is cohesive), the estimated major depression prevalence would have been 4.3% (estimated by the parameter h(4)), whereas had the whole population lived in neighborhoods with low collective efficacy (5th percentile ¼ 3.0; on average, respondents ''neither agree nor disagree'' that the neighborhood is cohesive), the major depression prevalence would have been 4.2% (estimated by the parameter h(3)). This difference of À0.1% (estimated by the parameter h(3-4); 95% confidence interval (CI): À3.1, 3.1) in depression prevalence across the entire population is essentially null, but there was a depression prevalence difference in the older population. For residents 65 years of age or older, under high collective efficacy conditions major depression is estimated to have been 2.0%, but under low collective efficacy conditions major depression is Table continues estimated to have been 8.2%, a difference of 6.2% (95% CI: 0.1, 17.5). There was a suggestion of a similar relation for young adults; however, the confidence interval crossed the null.
Results of the sensitivity analyses were similar to those of the final model. Using the collective efficacy measure with each individual's response removed, we found that among those 65 years of age or older, there was a depression prevalence difference associated with collective efficacy of 6.2% (95% CI: 0.5, 16.2). Using the collective efficacy measure with all depressed individuals removed, we computed similar point estimates and confidence intervals (depression prevalence difference ¼ 6.1%; 95% CI: 0.3, 19.3).
DISCUSSION
In the present analysis of a representative study of residents of New York, New York, we found that higher levels of neighborhood collective efficacy were associated with lower prevalences of major depression among older adults. The results are consistent with previous research that suggested that there were relations between neighborhood collective efficacy and depression in the United States generally, and they supported previous indications that these relations are strongest in older adults and children (23) . The observed relation in older adults is consistent with work that suggested that the elderly may be more affected by their local communities because of decreased mobility and reduced social networks (38) . The suggestion of a relation among younger adults merits examination in future work. Most young adults begin living separately from their families for the first time between the ages of 18 and 24 years, and the community environment may be particularly salient during this transition (39) .
Several pathways through which collective efficacy could affect depression have been hypothesized (5, 6) . Neighborhoods that are more cohesive and that exert more social control may provide more social support to residents, reduce the actual number of or perceived potential for stressful events, and potentially buffer the Table continues effects of stressful events when they occur (5, 6). There may be more diffusion of knowledge in high collective efficacy neighborhoods, leading residents to have better health behaviors and health, which in turn could affect depression symptoms (5, 6) . Facilitation of collective action in high collective efficacy communities could improve local services and amenities, and such improvements may affect behaviors as well as mental and physical health (5, 6) . Future research that explicitly examines potential mechanisms behind the collective efficacy-depression relation is important and could be informative for intervention planning. There are several limitations to the present study. The response percentage was 49%, which is consistent with a Low and high collective efficacy were defined by the 5th and 95th percentile values, which were 3 and 4, respectively. A collective efficacy value of 4 indicated that, on average, respondents ''somewhat agree'' that the neighborhood is cohesive, whereas a value of 3 indicated that, on average, respondents ''neither agree nor disagree'' that the neighborhood is cohesive. Models included a total of 3,946 participants; exclusions were for missing age or years lived in the neighborhood.
where A is collective efficacy, W is the vector of confounders (all covariates in Table 2 ), and Y is the outcome, major depression.
c Bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence interval.
many other recent telephone-based studies (40) . However, this cooperation percentage does raise concern about how well the study sample represents the residents of the city of New York. Participants were informed that they would be participating in a ''survey about the neighborhoods where New Yorkers live and what people think about their neighborhoods,'' and thus they were not likely to refuse based on depression symptoms. The distribution of demographic characteristics, such as age, race, gender, and birth place, is very similar to that from the 2000 census data for New York. However, the participants may still have differed from those in the city overall in ways that we were unable to capture. The neighborhood collective efficacy measure captures aggregate perception of the potential for collective efficacy (28) . Perceptions are affected by individual characteristics, including negative affect that could be caused by depression. It is reassuring that our findings were similar when we used a measure of collective efficacy calculated with depressed individuals removed. The depression symptoms were assessed with a validated instrument but do not constitute diagnosis of major depression. Given the moderate sensitivity and high specificity found in validation of this instrument, our measure of major depression is likely conservative.
One of several strengths of this study is the large population-based sample. Analyses were adjusted for individual perception of collective efficacy, which allowed documentation of an association of neighborhood collective efficacy with depression that was independent of individual perceptions; this approach provided a conservative estimate. We accounted for some potential contributors to social selection by adjusting for unemployment, serious illness or injury, and financial problems. Social selection has been considered one of the major barriers to determining whether the environment has an influence on people or whether people who have worse health ''drift'' or select into worse types of environments (33, 41) . Associations observed are not due to an effect of people with recent adverse life events moving to lower collective efficacy neighborhoods and also developing depression symptoms because of the life events. However, this adjustment cannot account for any event that precipitated a move and onset of depression symptoms if it occurred more than a year previously and the depression symptoms have persisted since then. Research suggests that episodes of major depression last 16 weeks, on average (range, 14-23 weeks depending on depression severity) (1); therefore, it is unlikely that individuals in our study with a current major depression episode had an event precipitating that episode more than a year previously.
Overall, we found a relation between collective efficacy and major depression among older adults that was independent of individual perceptions of collective efficacy, life events that could contribute to social selection, and other confounders. Naturally, an association observed between neighborhood characteristics and depression does not necessarily represent how a resident might respond to an intervention on collective efficacy. This is one of the greatest challenges in the interpretation of neighborhood research (33, 41) . The assumptions necessary for causal interpretation of associations in observational research generally and observational neighborhood research specifically have been well elaborated elsewhere (42, 43) . In brief, exposure must precede the outcome (temporal ordering), all confounders must be controlled (ignorability), exposures in one neighborhood cannot affect the potential outcomes of individuals in other neighborhoods (neighborhood-level stable unit treatment value assumption), and the outcomes observed for a given exposure value must reflect those that would have been observed if the exposure had been counterfactually assigned to that value (consistency assumption). Given the cross-sectional design of our study, we cannot establish temporal ordering between the exposure and outcome. For a causal interpretation, we must assume that collective efficacy comes before depression; this is a reasonable assumption, but the reverse may also be true to some extent. Were this assumption untrue, we would infer the wrong causal direction for the parameter estimated. Longitudinal consideration of these relations will be necessary to establish that temporal relation and improve the potential for causal interpretation. Although we controlled for many confounders, notably recent health and financial problems, ignorability cannot be assessed empirically and can only ever be approximated with observational data. The stability assumption is not unreasonable for the collective efficacy exposure because the potential for collective action in one area does not seem likely to affect potential outcomes in another area.
Despite the challenges in interpreting results of this and other observational studies causally, the associations observed in this and prior studies suggest collective efficacy is a neighborhood-level factor that merits consideration in intervention planning in the United States. A recent community-based intervention to improve collective efficacy around depression care succeeded in increasing perception of depression as a medical illness and increasing community engagement generally (44) , which suggests that collective efficacy can successfully be targeted by intervention. Community-randomized interventions informed by existing observational studies that target collective efficacy and measure depression outcomes could improve our understanding of how such interventions could be expected to affect depression in terms of magnitudes of effect; duration of effects; effects on depression onset, persistence and recovery; and interrelation of the effects with individual depression treatments.
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